AGREEMENT FOR ACADEMIC EXCHANGE AND COOPERATION

Between

NHATRANG UNIVERSITY, SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM

and

PUKYONG NATIONAL UNIVERSITY, REPUBLIC OF KOREA

To strengthen the relationship and increase the collaboration in the academic and educational field, Nhatrang University, Socialist Republic of Vietnam and Pukyong National University, Republic of Korea agree to join in the following agreement on the academic exchange and cooperation, subject to mutual consent.

1. Both Universities promote the following academic activities on the mutually equal position:
   1) Exchange of faculty members and researchers;
   2) Exchange of graduate and undergraduate students;
   3) Exchange of scientific materials, publications, etc;
   4) Joint research activities, academic programs.

2. The term of any specific program and activity shall be mutually discussed and agreed by both parties before the initiation of particular program.

3. This Agreement will take effect on the date it is signed by the delegates of two universities for 5 years. This Agreement shall be extended to 5 years more automatically, unless written notification to the other party concerning the termination or amendment of this Agreement is made within 6 months before the termination.

4. This agreement is signed in two identical copies in English and both copies being valid.

Prof. Vu Van Xung  
Rector  
Nhatrang University  
Socialist Republic of Vietnam

Prof. Yun Soo Mok  
President  
Pukyong National University  
Republic of Korea

2007 May 16  
2007 May 16